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Falcons try, fall in Columbus regional
By SCOTT FAUBER
The BG News
The men's baseball team
dropped consecutive games
last weekend, eliminating
them from NCAA tournament
play.
Despite leading both games
early on, the Falcons fell 4-1 to
Ohio State and 10-5 to
Nebraska.
Jason Kelley pitched well for
Bowling Green in the loss to
Ohio State, surrendering just
three earned runs in a complete game effort.
Until his luck changed in
the fifth, Kelley seemed poised
to beat the talented Buckeyes.
With a runner on first and
the Falcons up 1-0, Ohio State
shortstop Mike Mcllvains lined
a shot up the middle that
Kelley could only deflect.
BG second baseman Kenny
Burdine fielded the slow-roller
then attempted to tag the baserunner and throw to first for a
double play.
But Burdine missed the tag
and his throw to first was late,
leaving two men on with only
one out. Buckeye centerfielder
Mike Lockwood promptly singled to right to tie the game at
1-1.
Two innings later, an RBI
ground out by Matt Middleton
gave the Buckeyes the lead for
good, as ace pitcher Jeff Frye
buckled down and held BG hitless from the fourth inning on.
"Frye kept us off-balance all
night," said Falcon first baseman Bob Niemet. "He mixed
his pitches very well."
In
game two against
Nebraska, BG right fielder Lee
Morrison led the Falcons with
four hits and three RBI's.
Morrison started the scoring
in the second inning with his
third homer of the year, a blistering shot over the left-centerfield wall.
His two run triple in the
fourth ignited a four run
inning in which BG took the

BG News Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
(above) Bowling Green right
fielder Lee Morrison watches
his third inning home run
against Nebraska sail away,
then is congratulated (right)
by head coach Danny
Scmitz as he rounds the
bases. Morrison finished the
game with four hits and three
RBI's, including a two run
triple.

lead 5-2. But the Cornhuskers
rebounded from the deficit to
score eight unanswered runs.
After BG starter Chris
Vaught was chased from the
game in the seventh, three
Falcon relievers yielded seven
hits and four runs in the last
two and two-thirds innings.
By comparison, Nebraska
reliever R.D. Spiehs came out
of the Cornhusker bullpen to
pitch five and two thirds scoreless innings.
"This game came down to
bullpens," said Falcon coach
Danny Scmitz. "My hat goes
off to Nebraska. They made
the plays when they needed to
be made."
Nebraska coach Dave Van
Horn liked what he saw from
BG. "We have to give Bowling
Green credit. They played
with more emotion than we
did. We were fortunate to come
back and win the game," Van
Horn said.
The loss ended the Falcon's
1999 baseball season. The
team finished with a 36-24
record and won their second
straight
Mid
American
Conference title.

BG News Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
(above) Right hander Jason
Kelley pitched his twelfth
complete game of the season against Ohio State.
Kelley held the Buckeyes to
three earned runs in eight
innings.

Falcon Notes:
Friday
night's
game
between Bowling Green and
Ohio State set a new attendance record for freshly renovated Bill Davis Stadium.
4,702 fans turned up to see the
rival Ohio teams compete.

(left) Bowling Green's Len
Elias slides into Buckeye
shortstop Nick Elrod to break
up a double play.
Ohio
State won the game 4-1.

Right-hander Jason Kelley
set a school record by pitching
in 115.2 innings this season.
His complete game versus Ohio
State was his 12th complete
game of the year.
Lee Morrison led the
Falcons with four hits and an
.800 tournament batting average. Matt Marcum (.5001, Alan
Gilhousen (.222) and Bob
Niemet (.222) each had two
hits. The Falcons batted just

BGSU enrollment full for fall

.235 as a team.
Bob Niemet's two hits over
the weekend gave him 80 for
the season, a new school
record.

In the championship game
Sunday
afternoon,
the
Buckeyes defeated Mississippi
State 10-7. Ohio State now
advances to play Cal State
Fullerton
in
the
Super
Regionals, June 4.

Parade Canceled

More students to attend University than in past years
By KRIN RERGER
The BO News
BGSU is popular this year;
there is no doubt about that.
As currant students concentrate on summer classes, the
University has been busy
preparing for the fall.
Already, admissions have
been closed for next year's
freshman class. Only applications completed on or before
May 14 will be given consideration for registration, according
to Michael Walsh, director of
admissions.
"The freshman class looks
like it's going to be around
3,550," Walsh said. That was
the University's target number
for this year, and they have
already reached it, Walsh
explained.
This number is about the
same as last year's freshman
class, but usually it is not
reached this early in the summer.
Those who missed the May
14 cut-off date will be given
several options. They will be
able to simply take back their
application, Walsh said, or the
University will admit them in
the spring if they meet admission standards.
"Everyone will get a letter
explaining the options," Walsh
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said. If they opt for coming in
the spring, they will be guaranteed housing and placement in
the spring.
There will be no waiting list,
though, Walsh said.
He
explained that instead of using
a waiting list, the University
will simply offer more students
admission, with the statistical
knowledge that a certain number of students who are offered
admissions will not be able to
accept the offer.
"Creating waiting lists gives
some people a false sense of
hope that they'll get in," Walsh
said. "If a person is put on a
waiting list, they assume we'll
eventually offer them a space."
Another reason that waiting
lists will not be used is that the
yield off waiting lists is very
inconsistent,
according to
Walsh.
"You have no idea when you
go to it (the waiting list] how
many people will still be interested," Walsh said.
In addition to a predicted
large incoming freshman class,
the number of incoming transfer students looks like it will be
up a bit as well, according to
Walsh.
Last year's transfer class
was targeted at 601. This
year's will probably include
around
630-650 students,
Walsh said. The University will
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i Columnist Mike Hammer discusses
how media violence affects Its
audience.
The BG News hears a reaction to
last week's promiscuity article.
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continue to accept transfers up
to the middle of July.
Along with a large freshman
class and more transfer students, the number of enrolled
continuing students is a bit
larger than last year at this
time as well.
Last week, 11,024 were
enrolled for the fall, according
to Rebecca McOmber, registrar.
Of those, 10,623 are for the
main campus.
"There are 538 more students than last year at this
time," McOmber ^aid. That
includes 198 more on the main
campus and the rest added
going to Firelands and the
other branch campuses.
"Numbers are pretty much
stabilized compared to last
year," she said. "We expect it
will stay about like this until
open registration right before
classes start."
The main concern is still the
large number of incoming students, though.
"We have closed admissions
because we already have the
right number," said Steve
Richardson, dean of undergraduate studies. "Now the trick is
to get everyone in classes."
Getting everyone in classes
involves the combined hard
work of everyone, according to
Richardson.
All of the departments in

which freshman end up taking
classes are hiring instructors
and making sure they have
enough faculty and enough
classes, Richardson said.
For example, the English
department knows that just
about every incoming freshman
will have to take English 110 or
111, so they are already working to ensure there will be
enough sections available to
accomodate the number of students.
Richardson said that large
incoming freshman classes, like
the one coming up for the fall,
don't really present problems,
just "interesting challenges."
"Whenever new classes come
in, we have to make sure we're
ready for them and have the
resources needed to make sure
everyone has everything,"
Richardson said.
There is actually a task force
that works specifically with
class availability, according to
Richardson. It is made up of
people from the registrar,
admissions area, dean's offices,
and some faculty.
"BG is becoming a popular
plafce to come and study,"
Richardson said. "It makes
planning easier when we have
the students and know who
they are earlier."

BG New» Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
Heavy rains made it impossible for Bowling Green to have its
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BGSU professor Bruce Edwards
prepares for his trip to Africa.

Learn the science behind severe
weather.

Financial aid deals with summer
loan setbacks.

Also, get Northwest Ohio's summer
thunderstorm outlook.

Travel
i Join us on a trip to
Cedar Point and
learn the details
about one of the
nation's greatest
amusement parks.
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Plenty of blame to go around for social problems
The recent school shootings
across the U.S. have been great
for the media. It's a top story
every night. New victims and
witnesses can be interviewed all
the time, new after-school specials developed, new laws
passed (too late) to make everyone feel better.
Violence is the topic on "Dateline," "Nightline," "CBS this
Morning," "CBS this Evening,"
on cable access television, on
public access television, on
almost any channel anywhere
non-stop 24 hours a day.
• Television
shows,
video
games and movies have all been
. blamed for the wave of violence
sweeping the country. It was
some decades ago when that
crazy "rock 'n' roll" was introduced. Elvis Presley was the
devil, rotting kids' minds and we
all needed to listen to Lawrence
Welk and be happy. Kids needed
to watch "Sesame Street" and
"Mr. Rogers," play baseball and
eat apple pie. Well I don't buy it.
I listen to rock 'n' roll. I rent
pom. I've seen every "Rambo,"
"Predator," "Friday the 13th,"
"Hellraiser," "James Bond,"

"Indiana Jones" and "Star Wars"
movie, but I've never shot,
chopped up, hanged, decapitated or blown up anybody. I've
never attempted suicide, tried to
be a British secret agent, gunslinging archeologist or a Jedi
knight. It's because I was given a
proper perception of reality by
my parents.
I learned real from fake. I was
taught that what I saw was
"movie magic." I was taught that
aliens don't fight with Arnold
Schwarzenegger in
forests,
killers don't terrorize Johnny
Depp and his girl, get all burnt
up and then come back again. I
was taught that nails in your face
hurt, secret agents die sometimes, the odds are astronomical
that Indie made it past all those
snakes in the temple, light sabers
don't exist and guns really do kill

people.
Television shows, video
games and movies are not to
blame for violence in our society.
It's well documented that murders, suicides and violence took
place before the advent of television, video games and movies.
"What?" you say. "Surely you
jest."
I don't even know what jesting is. All I know is violence didn't start with television.
Sex didn't start with pornos,
the movies mirrored the actions.
And it's just the same with violent movies. Violent movies
refject our violent society. Do
they contribute to the violence?
Yes, in the same way that pornos
may contribute to so-called "sexual deviance" in a minuscule
number of viewers.
A handful out of how many
billions of people who commit
crimes blame it on television and
video games and movies. Is that
reason enough to stop violent
television and video games and
movies?
If I wrote an article for the BG
News and say, 1,000 people read

it and five didn't like it, should I
stop writing?
These criminals are obviously
not your average teenager. Now,
average is a big word, so just to
be clear, I'm using it to mean
someone who doesn't partake in
violent criminal activity. These
kids are abnormal. And as we all
know from biology and psychology and other wonderful classes,
"Nature and Nurture" contribute to a person's normality.
As far as I'm concerned, the
nature part has been analyzed
enough. We all know there is a
lot of violence in the media,
maybe it's even excessive,
depending on whom you ask.
We all know there are guns available all over. A 5-year-old could
get a gun, some smack and a couple of prostitutes if he had the
cash. We all know music lyrics
and video games are "explicit"
sometimes.
We have heard way too much
about violence. President Clinton's sexcapades and O.J. I think
that it's lime we switch the focus
to the parenting of these criminals. Freud wasn't all wrong, he
knew parents are the major influ-

ence en a child, not television or
a video game or a CD player.
Parents.
A child's favorite stimulus is
another person. Parents are the
ones largely responsible for their
children's downfall, not television. Parents are the major factors in forming their child's sense
of right and wrong, not video
games. Parents are the ones
responsible for teaching their
child how to act in our society,
not movies.
All contributing factors need
to be blamed, including guns,
music,
parents,
politicians,
movies and nature and nurture.
The blame cannot go only on
television, video games and
movies. Blame is a wide load, it
often takes many to carry it.
Parents need to take responsibility for raising their children
and not cop out behind television, video games and movies.
Nobody is claiming that it is
always easy to be around. Single
parents, latch-key kids and
homes where both parents work
are the norm in our society
nowadays. Parents have to find a
way to make it work to give their

kids the proper nurturing.
However, the end of this and
all other discussions about violence shouldn't be about who's
at fault. Blame is the beginning
of our struggle to stop the violence, an attempt to pinpoint the
problem. .
I once read, "In the blink of an
eye, the tick of a clock, the beat of
a heart, violence changes lives
and generations." I believe that,
unequivocally. The opposite of
violence is peace.
"Peace ... if each of us starts to
promote peace with just a small
step — ourselves — a kind word,
a smile, a caring and sharing
with family, friends and community, maybe then it would be like
a ripple in a pond and spread
outwards and just keep going
and going and going and
GROWING and GROWING and
GROWING until it overtakes the
world and we can do nothing to
stop it."
-Adrien Hertzberg, Jewish
Family and Children Services
Comments can be directed to hammer@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

e BG News
is looking for
writers
Reporters
columnists
cartoonists
t

photographers
graphic
artists
designers
illustrators
are you
interested?

Letter

Dear Editor,
First, I would like to commend The BG News staff for the
addition of the issues" page to
the newspaper. This has a great
potential for illuminating issues
and fostering debate among the
student body on problems of
concern to us.
I am writing in response to
the article, "Students Find Reasons for Promiscuity," which
appeared in the Wednesday,
May 26 edition of The News.
While I think the article was
well-written, one of the arguments found therein was disturbing to me. One student,
whom I presume was supposed
to represent the "sexually liberated feminist" camp, was quoted
as saying regarding casual sex,
"Why can't I be just like the guys
I know? They get away with it,
so why can't I?"
While it is true that the sexual
double standard is unfair, this
argument contains a critical fallacy. Like many feminists, the
student makes the mistake of
assuming that women, in order
to be free, must mimic the
behavior of men. In this particular case, is it not desirable that
men should behave more like
women?
We, as feminists, must not
assume that the way. men conduct themselves is inherently
superior to the way women
behave. To believe we should
emulate men is to imply that the
ways of women are inferior. And

isn't this the very misconception
we are battling to shatter?
Second, the student confuses
sexual liberation with promiscuity. Of course women should be
able to sleep with whomever
they wish. However, we alsc
have the right to be treated with
respect, trust the people with
whom we are intimate, and protect ourselves from disease.
When we "shack" with someone we barely know, can we be
sure these conditions are fulfilled? This is especially vital iri
light of the fact that the two
most prevalent STDs on campus
herpes simplex II and the
human p.ipillomavirus (HPV),
are incurable, and according tc
information from the BGSU Student Health Center, up to half ol
all students are thought to carry
HPV, even if they do not show
outward symptoms of illness
Women should have control
over their sexual lives, but to be
truly free we must also take
charge of our health.
A final point to ponder
Shouldn't sexual intercourse be
a way to express affection and
give and get pleasure, and not
an act of social protest? Perhaps
a truly feminist attitude is: sexual liberation, yes — but tempered with a strong dose of common sense.
Sincerely,
Pamela S. Dixon
BGSU Graduate, Spring 1999

Appreciate kindness of friends
Last week, I recall reading an
article in The BG News by
Amber Edds about the importance of friendship and how
everyone needs to take their
friendships seriously. Last Friday, I experienced the immense
kindness of four of my friends
who deserve more praise than
any newspaper article could possibly give them.
I've played roller hockey for
nearly three years now. I've broken my nose twice, once taking a
slapshot to the face and once
kissing the ground. I've been
kicked, punched in the breasts
and face and generally taken a
beating from men much larger
than myself.
None of this ever stopped me
playing, it only fueled my ambition. I prided myself on not
needing someone to take care of
me, or to stand up for me. I stood
up for myself. However, on Friday, I finally needed some help.
I got laid out. I flew back so
hard, they said my head bounced

blades and mine in their hurry to
gel me to the hospital. Adam and
Sterling helped me to the car,
while Jeff and Perkins stayed
behind to gather all of our gear.
Jeff even took the time to wash
the blood out of my soaked
gloves and rinse off the stained
court.
off the pavement like a basketball. I committed a cardinal sin in
hockey and had my head down,
I didn't even see him coming. It
was a complete accident, but
nevertheless, I was left on the
ground, bleeding profusely from
a head wound.

Sterling got me checked in at
Wood County hospital while
Adam tried to keep me awake. I
remember not being able to get
warm, and wanting to go to
sleep. I could hardly even sign
my name on the release form.
But these two guys took care of
me.

Although I was only semicoherent, I saw my four friends
flock to my side. Sterling
checked my head immediately
and knew I needed to go to the
emergency room when he saw
the amount of blood that was
dripping off of my ear. Adam
grabbed his T-shirt to hold on my
head, as he and the others practically ripped off their roller

When they finally took me
back to my room, Jeff and
Perkins had made it to the hospital. Adam went to get them and
the four of them stayed with me
in my room as long as the doctor
let them. They kept me awake,
joked with me and watched the
Colorado/Dallas game on the little television with me to try and
keep my mind off of things.

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or In the Bowling
Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest Columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210
West Hall and leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send it
on e-mail to one of our editors at Jluley@fcgnet.bgsu.edu and give it
the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University acuninistrarjon or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Summer 1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editors and the Editorial Board are final.

I ended up staying at the hospital for over three hours. I had a
concussion and a nice rip in the
back of my head that took five
stitches.
These guys, including another
friend of mine who showed up
later, spent their Friday evening
with me. None of them owed me
a thing, except for Adam (since
he was the one who flattened
me!).
I just wanted to take the time
to tell them that I know how
lucky 1 am to have them as my
friends, my big brothers. The BG
News article about friendship
quoted Edvard Grieg as saying,
"When we are young, friends are
taken for granted. When we are
old, we know what it means to
have them."
I must be old at 25. You
guys mean the world to me.
Thanks to: Sterling Davis, Jeff
Gurzynski, Brad Hilton, Brian
Perkins and Adam Sheets.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Erin Berger
Co-Editor
Jeff Hindenach
Assistant Editor
Scott Zimmer '
Graphics Editor
Mike Hammer
Entertainment Editor
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Jennifer Luley
Co-Editor
Mary Beth Murtha
Assistant Editor
Danielle Hall
Copy Chief
Scott Fauber
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Livin' large, livin' rough, Perm, style
What better way to spend a
long weekend than out in the
great outdoors? I'm talking more
than a rainy barbecue, more than
a drink out on the patio. Try 45
minutes from the middle of
nowhere, in the rocky wooded
hills of northern Pennsylvania.
No more than a day's drive from
suburban Ohio life, yet still a
whole world away.
Experience hard-core camping for yourself. Make an effort
to get as far away from people,
pavement, and pollution as possible. The best method for soaking up nature seems to be as follows:
1. Go with someone you trust.
A best friend, your dad, your significant other - someone who
won't ditch you in a meadow
somewhere because you stink
terribly.
2. Get used to stinking terri-

bly. After a while, you won't
even notice, I swear.
3. Make sure there's no electricity to be had for miles. That
way you get to use flashlights
and truck headlights and fire and
the moon to see things. When
you get far enough away from
the last podunk town on the last
paved highway on your path to
nature, stars you never even
knew existed shine down brightly, because they don't have to
battle fluorescence.
4. Running water should be
redefined as a cold trickling
stream a half-mile from the
camp. Showers are out of the
question, but you can bathe in
the creek with biodegradable
soap.
5. Bring your dog.
6. Look at rocks. If you break
them open, you can find all sorts

events

Develop skills further. For
information, call 419/3728181.

6-9 p.m.

7. As long as the sun shines,
work hard. Run, hike, climb,
swim. Getting dirty is a
requirment. Embrace the not-soclean side of yourself ... you
won't get over that hill unless
you work with the land, digging
your fingers and grinding your
knees into the earth.
When the sun goes down, get
warm and build a fire. Tell stories about your childhood
(you're allowed to exaggerate).
8. Get primitive. Forget that
you've been "civilized."
For a first-time camper, the
sense of serenity that the outdoors bestows upon you (minus
bugs) is an experience never to
be forgotten.
— Mary Beth Murtha, reformed camper

Creating Web Pages with
HTML

11 a.m. - Noon

Learn HTML coding to create
Web pages for personal or
professional use. Class meets
again on Jun 10. Fee $109.
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs, 419/372-8181. Arrow-

Advanced Beginner's Gymnastics Level I for Ages 6 &
Up
Develop skills further. For
information, call 419/3728181.

ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19).
Move quickly Monday and you
may get to the prize before anyone catches you. Tuesday and
Wednesday are good for business
and profit. Listen and learn on
Thursday and Friday from your
partner and your friends. Your
luck in love improves on Saturday. Be generous until it hurts on
Sunday. It'll do you good.

20).
The sun in Gemini this week
helps you focus on financial matters, as if you didn't do enough of
that already. This time, instead
of finding ways to save, you'll be
finding ways to make more
money. On Monday, invest. Tuesday and Wednesday, scan catalogs. Thursday and Friday, consult someone in power. Over the
weekend, rely on your good
friends.
TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY

Preschool

Gymnastics

Ages 3-6
Explore basic gymnastics
skills, movements, rumbling
and balancing. Class meets
through June 26. Fee $35.
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs. 419/372-8181. Eppler
North Gym, Room 221, BGSU.

Beginning Gymnastics for
Ages 6 & Up

WEEKEND: Fair. High 80-85,
low in the low 50s.

o

o

Friday would be good for going
over your investments and insurance coverage. Saturday and
Sunday should be good for travel,
and on-Sunday, you should feel
yourself getting smarter as Mercury goes into your sign.
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22).
You're good with teams this
week. Social activities should be
taking up lots of your time, too,
especially on Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday are full of work.
Don't plan anything else. Thursday and Friday, you may have to
ask a partner to help, and it's
about time. Looks like an expert
is needed. Over the weekend,
you'll be getting luckier in love as
Venus goes into your sign on Saturday. Sunday is a good day to
buy gifts for other people.

by Linda Black
study, especially on Monday. On
Tuesday and Wednesday, it'll be
easy to get flustered. On Thursday and Friday, settle down,
hopefully in pleasant company.
You'll be more decisive after Friday. Venus goes into Leo on Saturday, with abundant friendship.
Focus on serving others on Sunday.
SCORPIO (OCT. 24-NOV. 21).
You can make and lose a lot of
money while the sun's going
through Gemini, so take care. On
Monday, it looks like a lot of it is
changing hands. You'll have to be
sharp to wind up with a profit.
You'll learn through doing on
Tuesday and Wednesday, and
you'd be wise to pick an experienced tutor. Stick close to home
on Thursday and Friday. There's
plenty to keep you busy there.
Romance blossoms over the
weekend, especially if you can
find any privacy.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OOT. 23).
The sun's in Gemini this week,
which is really lovely for you. It
helps you travel and also learn
advanced subjects. The biggest
difficulty will be figuring out
where to go and which subjects to

19). You generally stay pretty
busy, but during the sun's transit
of Gemini things can get downright hectic. On Monday, it looks
like you're working to meet a
deadline. On Tuesday and

£ street*

What do you tl
increase of students arriving in the

Fall? I

wrr
i
Maurice Green
Junior
letic Supporter
can only hope
none of them
decide tl
frog legs fi
Wrinkles" Jones
Grod. Student
Philosophy
TB be here longer
than most students
... most studi ' "
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FRIDAY: Partly Cloudy. High 80,
low 55.

Justin Case
Freshman
Lock picking
"More garbage is
cool. Now I don't
'have to go as lar
for dinner'

Cider Making
"i don't care, as
'. long as they keep
buying elder."
1

Disclaimer: Due to unanticipated digital camera beha&ft, the People on theHKeTfeature had to be
^lightly Our interviewees do not claim to be rtpreserttatire of tlu-tr species. No animals were harmed in the
iuction of this piece.
^

CAPRICORN

CROSSword^
ACROSS
1 Hams it up
7 In a tizzy
11 Little devil
14 Pretentious
15 Scottish trill
16 Snaky scarf
17 Certainly
18 Lip curlers
20 Hamburger wrap
21 Moveupanddown
22 Pierces with horns
23 Sharp insul
25 Removed nnd
27 Digestive juice
28 Comic Brooks
29 Charier
30 Low voice
31 Absent with
permission
33 Legend
35 Unquestioned
prindple
36 Tenor Enrico
40 Black Sea arm
42 Like traction
devices
43 Quakers
pronoun
46 The Two
Gentlemen ot "
48 T. Turner charnel
49 Track
50 King and Akte
51 Swine
52 Cove
54 Contend
55 Senator Nunn
56 Riles
58 Infamous

61
62
63
64

hand-washer
Gosh!
Sheep shelter
Emended
"To _ is human.

65 Florida islands
66 Doctnnes
DOWN
1 Whitneyor
Wallach
2 Player s piece
3 Weirdos
4 Traffic Jan.
5 Gardenof _
6 Downcast
7 Take in
8 Holster holder
9 Mineral deposit
to Diver Louganls
11 Portugal's
peninsula
12 Edible
mushrooms
13 Football throws
19 Thieves
21 Movie pig
23 Air potutlon
24 Comic Jay
25 Dancer Anna
26 Church leaders
29 Singer Joan
32 Shoulder
decoration
34 Actress Turner
37 Final
38 Warble
39 Makes a choice
41 Smooth-tasting

(DEC.

22-JAN.

*
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■
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AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB. 18).
You do very well when the sun is
in Gemini, as it is now, so this
whole week should be spectacular for you. On Monday, your
friends will come up with some
amazing new ideas, much to your
delight. Tuesday and Wednesday
are a little strenuous, as you
have to do what somebody else
tells you to do. Thursday and Friday, just about everything is in
your favor. Over the weekend,
conditions will be excellent for
buying gifts for loved ones, and
they will love that too.

PISCES (FEB. 19-MARCH 20).
The sun in Gemini this week
could inspire you to make
changes at home, especially on
Monday when the moon's in
Sagittarius. That'll really stir
things up and make you impatient with the status quo. On
Tuesday and Wednesday, your
friends can give you several good
ideas for how to make money.
Keep your old objectives in mind
on Thursday and Friday, but try
a different way of achieving
them. Don't get talked into something you disagree with over the
weekend. Make your opinions
known, and you may find you're
more persuasive than you
thought you were.
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Servers. Inc

42 -ourth little
liggie's lare
43 'rocess tor
, nrtingthe
-. njured
Device in a c* uset
7? Wore smarmy
JJ 3rings up
3
' Michael otMc mty
„ 'ython
■■ Jpholsterer s nai!

55 Faction
57 Toots*
58

'r^oX0"1
59 Hanoi holiday
60 Begley and
McMahon

,
LOOKING FOR

ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
_
PLACES?

GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
Ynm.bon9WS.com
'

I

Wednesday, you've got a little
more time to be creative. Thursday, you'd better count the
money, because you're going to
think of lots of ways to play with
it this weekend. If you notice you
need more, Friday is a pretty
good time to ask for a raise. Saturday's not bad either, but you
ought to devote most of Sunday
to personal matters.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22-DEC.

1 p.m.

"PEG

■ Peter Rabbit
Senior
Lawn Maint.
"Quite honestly, I
think that the
Increase wNI mean
more people
chasing my children." . 11'

THURSDAY: Partly Cloudy. High
79, low 57.

CANCER (JUNE 22-JULY 22).
Your mind is probably buzzing
this week, with the sun and Meranapolis Alumni Chapter
cury both in Gemini. Wait out
For more information on this your work worries on Monday.
chapter event, contact Matt Tuesday and Wednesday, the fuss
Eakin at 317/475-9932.
is about a partner. Thursday and

An Afternoon of Baseball
with the Greater Toledo
Alumni Chapter!
Watch the St. Louis Cardinals
take on the Detroit Tigers in
action! Get your tickets today.
Questions? Call the Alumni
Office at 372-2701. Tiger Stadium, Detroit, Mich.

Family Day with the Indi-

10 - 11 a.m.

WEDNESDAY: Thunderstorms.
High 79, low 61.

Pronunciation: vI-'ker-E-&s,
v&-, -'karFunction: adjective
Etymology: Latin vicarius,
from vicis change, meaning alternation, stead
Date: 1637
1: performed or suffered by
one person as a substitute for
another or to the benefit or
advantage of another : SUBSTITUTIONARY <a vicarious sacrifice>
2 : experienced through imaginative/sympathetic participation in the experience of another
- vicariously adverb
- vi car'i ous-ness noun
»On the campus of BGSU, vicariousness occurs often. I.e. "My own
life is boring, so I live vicariously
through 'Dawson's Creek'."

21). The sun's in Gemini this
week, presenting something of a
challenge, especially on Monday,
when a raging debate could prove
quite entertaining. Count your
money on Tuesday and Wednesday, and if you don't have
enough, use old skills to gain
more. From Thursday through
Saturday, you'll be gaining new
skills. This weekend is great for
entertaining fascinating foreigners at your house.

1 p.m.
for

vicarious

GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 21).
The sun's in your sign all week,
giving you an advantage, and
that'? going to get even more
ob* ic us as the week progresses.
G;i Monday, you're looking good.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, do
business that involves other people's money. On Thursday, wrap
up chores early so you can travel.
Travel during the weekend, in a
group and with someone you find
attractive. By Sunday you may
be exhausted, which is fine. It's a
great day for spiritual contemplation.

Sunday 6/6/99
9- 10 a.m.

WEATHER this week
J
of the day

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22).
You might tend to be nervous
while the sun is in Gemini, but
the upside is that it makes you
even quicker, both mentally and
physically. That'll be especially
noticeable Monday - stay away
from stimulants. You won't need
them. Tuesday and Wednesday,
you'll settle down long enough to
have some romance in your life.
Thursday and Friday, you'll pick
up speed again, as your workload
increases. Do the job perfectly,
and get a raise in pay. Over the
weekend, a partner can help you
relax. Let him or her do the driving.

head Park, Maumee.

Saturday 6/5/99

WORD

HOROSCOPES

Upcomin
Thursday 6/3/99

of really cool things, like little
rocks or fossils of shells. You'll
feel like an archaeologist.

Mary Beth Murtha
Assistant Editor
372-2603
marym@bgnet. bgsu. edu
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Campus
U.S.loan
problems
handled

By WENDY WELLMAN
The BG News

es in communications, literary
criticism and rhetoric. He will
be the first BGSU faculty member to go to Kenya.
"Africa is not the top of the
list for most faculty," Edwards
said. "Most would rather go to
Asia or Europe."
Africa poses a lot of health
concerns for most outsiders.
The instability of the government and tribal unrest as a
result of hundreds of years of
outside government control
also make a visit unappealing
for most. Edwards said.
Yet all of this does not deter
his enthusiasm for his visit.
Edwards will also be bringing
his wife and two of his four children. His younger son will go to
an international school there,
while his older son will attend

Krebs speaks at
"Breakfast in BG

MANAGEMENT
130 E Washington Strcci. Bo* i

354-6036

Falcon athletics. The department, now facing a $1.6 million
deficit, must become financially
stable.
"We've got some of the best
coaches I've ever had an opportunity to be around who do
more with less than anyone I've
known," Krebs said.
Some ideas to achieve financial stability are partnerships
with corporations, and stressing more involvement in athletics. This includes improving
attendance at all Falcon athletic contests
"We are a great entertainment, we're inexpensive, we're
quality entertainment, some of
the best athletes in the country
play here," Krebs said.
Gender equity is another
issue the department must deal
with in the future. Krebs would
like to do more and possibly
add, not take away like Miami
University was forced to do this
past spring. He also mentioned
marketing and plans to be more
visible in northwest Ohio.
"There are a lot of things we
do well here," Krebs said.
"We've got to tell our story and
get out and do it."

Bruce Edwards
"Everyone knows not to be
out after sundown," he said.
"There's lots of mosquitoes. You
think Bowling Green has a
mosquito problem!"

Fall housing options limited
By ERIN BERGER
The BG News
Freshman enrollment for
fall 1999 is now closed due to
the large number of people
who have already applied. One
area of concern with the large
incoming numbers is housing.
All- residence halls for the
fall are already full, according
to Jim Zentmeyer. associate
director of housing.
As of Friday, the office of
residence life has accepted
7,102 housing applications, the
maximum number they can
house. Zentmeyer said
"I've basically put every RA
into a single room and converted all those singles to double
rooms," Zentmeyer said.
These conversions have
allowed additional housing
opportunities, approximately
7,100 compared to last year's
6,750.
Zentmeyer said that now
people are being put on a waiting list
"We are extremely popular
but at the same time we don't
want to over-crowd." Zentmeyer said. "It puts too much pressure on the facility and staff
In the long run, it would provide a poor on-campus experi-

"We are extremely popular but at the
same time we don't want to overcrowd.''
Jim Zentmeyer
associate director oj housing

ence and we would end up losing students
Zentmeyer said residence
life is still figuring out exactly
how the waiting list will work,
but 'most likely freshmen and
sophomores will have prefert'lire over juniors and seniors
since the University is obligated to house the freshmen and
sophomores.
Those who have not been
active in the process or were
extremely late, they are the
ones impacted by the waiting
list," Zentmeyer said. "Basically if you met your due dates,
you're fine."
Everyone will be contacted
midway through June and
informed where they stand as
far as housing goes, Zentmeyer
said.
Another thing that could
impact housing is the fact that
end-of-the-ycar grades went
out a few weeks ago, according
to Zentmeyer.
There are always a certain
number of students who are

unable to return because of
dismissals, transfers and various other issues
With the larger numbers of
students coming into the University, future housing issues
are being disci ssed.
There has been discussion
and debate over whether or not
sophomores should be allowed
to move off campus, according
to Zentmeyer.
"That's an issue we're talking seriously about and will
discuss at divisional and
departmental retreats this
summer," he said.
The University is also looking at the possibility of constructing a new, apartmentStyle on-campus housing facility.
Zentmeyer said plans for
the new facility are in the
"extreme explorational stage"
at tins time
As for this coming year,
though, both of these ideas are
still just that, possibilities for
the future

http:/Avww. sflve.org

2 bedroom Apts.
Reduced1 S475/mo.
12 mo. lease

Now Two Great Locations
In Toledo A Bowling Sreen!

Only 1 Unit Left!
803-8158thSt.'/ Avail. May 1st
COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$550/mo., 12 mo. lease

104 5 Main.. Bowling Green • 353-0988 • 822 Washmgton'iSjfeitSPdo • 255-0010

The Homestead Graduate Housing
One and two Dedroom A/C,
on-ste laundry, ceromic We.
soundproof construction, skykgtits
d6hwoshers. vaulted ceilings

From $4S0/mo
Let us hefc> you make a lough decision
easy, color slop by the office TODAY'

We're almost full- Four units left!!!
You've gotta get an apartment
before it's too late!
Check out these great apartments for fall...
Charlestown Apartments - 710 Scott Hamilton A and 730 Scott Hamilton A & D

I Fun Food. Fun Times |
For Fun Peoplel
& Golden Buckeye

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom. Kwidry facMes
n bldg.. ale, quiet
From $395/mo

What's happening?
Find out, with coverage of campus and city events, breaking news, and In-depth reporting.
All In The BG News.

Enjoy 27 Different Appetizers Homemade
Soups Steaks, Chops d R«bs, 50 Sandwiches, /.
100 Brands of B*«r, Seafood 4 Desserts
M
Extensive Children's M^nu & Special
J§S;
Birthday Celebrations Available!
Gift CtffiJ '
stein
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graduate students for BGSU
while he is there. He wants to
confer with the university
deans on who they think their
most promising students are
and who may be interested in
attending graduate school at
BGSU.
Thanks to the hard work of
Faith Gathu, a former BGSU
grad student who chairs the
English department at Daystar,
the people of Nairobi see BGSU
as a leader in learning much as
they think of Ohio State University as being a leader in
sports, Edwards said.
Along with his teaching and
research, Edwards said he's
also excited about leaving
Nairobi and seeing the wildlife
in the surrounding lands in
Kenya, just not after dark.

Tatar of r>Rf ss/O/v

Jay-Mar Apartments

Call 354-6036
From 9-4

Daystar University, where
Edwards will be teaching.
Along with classes, Edwards
will also be conducting research
in Kenya.
"I will be interviewing
administrative councils at the
universities in Nairobi about
how they select first generation
college students to come to
their schools," Edwards said.
He will also be interviewing
students about their experiences in education in Kenya.
Edwards is interested in how
African education differs from
education in the United States.
He will be finding out what college preparatory classes the
Kenyans offer their students to
get them ready for college.
Edwards will also be spending time recruiting African

Depression
is an illnessnot a weakness.

Graduate student housing
Avail. Now & Fall

L

Co-Editor
372-6966
eberger@bgnet. bgsu.edu

BGSU English prof takes dream trip

What began as a lifelong
dream of a faraway continent is
By JEFF HINDENACH
about to become a reality for
one BGSU faculty member.
The BG News
"It's been a long-distance
Students looking for their
love affair with the country,"
summer financial aid loan*
said Bruce L. Edwards Jr., a
may have to wait a while
professor of English and an
before their loans come
associate dean in the College of
through.
Recently, the U.S. Depart- Arts and Sciences. "I've read
ment of Education decided tc about Africa all my life, but I've
convert all Stafford loans tc ■never been there "
Now he will get his chance.
master promissory notes anc
Edwards won a distinguished
I"all direct lending universities
must convert for the next! Fulbright Scholarship to teach
school year. According to Tina classes and conduct research at
Coulter. BGSU assistant direc- Daystar University in Nairobi,
tor of client services, this deci- Kenya.
Beginning in late August,
sion-making process is what
Edwards will be teaching courscaused the delay.
The Department of Educa
tion did not finalize the plans
for the notes until late April,'
she said. "The finalized planE
then had to go to the software
company so they could create
new software for the new system. That is what we are waiting on now,"
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
Coulter said that thej The BG News
already have part of the software and they are hoping to
Athletic director Paul Krebs
have the rest of the software spoke on the future of BG athby mid-June. Until then, the letics at the final "Breakfast in
Financial Aid Office and the BG" for the spring Friday in
Bursar's Office are working Olscamp hall.
together to accommodate stu
Krebs recently accepted the
position at ! ie University after
dents.
First, those students wait- serving at The Ohio State Uniing for summer loans can versity as associate assistant
receive a special interest-free athletic director. Some of his
loan through the University duties there included securing
for up to the amount of theii funds for the new Jerome
Schottenstein Center and the
previous loan.
'The decision for all the Ohio Stadium renovation.
loans are made in the FinanKrebs gave three reasons he
cial Aid Office," Joe Martini
had to leave Ohio State. Numthe bursar, said. "All applica- ber one, he is a graduate of
tions go through them anc BGSU and he is excited about
then when the loan is returning to his alma mater.
approved, the students come Two, the leadership of the Unito us for the money."
versity. And three, the vision of
Second, any students wait- President
Sidney
Ribeau.
ing for refund checks can get These reasons were enough to
personal loans for up to $750.
entice him to return to BG.
"For those students waiting
Falcon athletics, according to
for refund checks, we offer per- Krebs. should strive to become
sonal loans," Coulter said
the premiere athletic program
"Most of those students rely on in the MAC just as BGSU
those checks to pay for rent strives to be the premiere
and whatnot for the summer."
learning community in Ohio.
According to Coulter, all
I Ie listed four things that are
loans will show up on the stu- important to this goal. Acadedents' bursar bills until the mics: BG has a 67 percent gradloans come through. Once the uation rate of its athletes and a
University gets the loans, thej cumulative gpa of 2.94 among
should counter any balance its 400+ athletes. The athletic
the students have from loans.
department must be financially
Coulter said she is opti- secure and BG's athletic teams
mistic about the loans and must have the ability to comthinks that the University is pete for conference titles. Faldoing all it can to accommo- con athletics should also generdate affected students.
ate positive exposure for the
"Most students are respond- University. One of the ways it
ing well to the delay," she said
does this is through the Falcon"A lot of students have even Quest program This program
come in for a second personal has student athletes in the
loan and we are happy to give Bowling Green area doing comthat to them. We are definite!) munity service.
willing to work with student*
Krebs also stressed the
to get through this delay."
importance of the future on

r HIGHLAND \

Erin Berger

—This Weekend —
Special Features
Friday ~ Hypnotich Clambake
Saturday ~ Grasshopper Pie

Spacious two bedroom units with patio/balcony, central air, garbage disposals,
fullbaths, privateparking on-site laundry, and'lots ofstorage, landlordpays
hot & cold water, sewer & waste disposal
$525hno. utifurn., $575lmo. fiirn.
■

Mid Am Manor - 839 Fourth Street #6
Nicetwo bedroom unit Great for 2-3 roommates. Has A/C, spacious closets, full bath and
large living room, kitchen, and dining area, landlord pays gas beat, water, sewer & waste disposal.
t44dtmo. unfum., t490/mo.fum.

Time is running out!!! Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third 8t. #4 BO • 362-4380

J
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ntertainment

Mike Hammer
Entertainment Editor
372-6966
hammerm@bgnet. bgsu. edu

Midsummer Night is a Dream
Matt Miller
BG News
In
case
you
missed Jud Laipply's opinion column in |ast week's
BG News, summer
is the season for
love. And, in case
you've never read
William
Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream,
summer is the time
when love can go
comically awry.
This
summer,
director
Michael
Hoffman presents
the 12th cinematic rendition of
Shakespeare's classic tale of
young love, theatrical ambition
and meddlesome characters
from the realm of mythology.
A Midsummer Night's Dream
is actually four tales in one:
that of royal mortal? and their
impending marriage, the competition amongst four young
lovers, the ambition of an amateur theater group and the
amorous feuding of the King
and Queen of the fairies.
Though he changes the setting of the play from ancient
Athens to 1890s Italy, Hoffman
keeps the comical banter of
Shakespeare's original dialogue
intact. The result is one of the
most well-contrived romantic
films in the past few years (and
without Julia Roberts, at that).
The central tale of Night is
the maze of love and jealousy
that the four young lovers,
Lysander and Ilermia (Dominic
West and Anna Friel) and
Demetrius and Helena (Christian Bale and Calista Flockhartl
navigate one midsummer's
night as they chase each other
through woods inhabited by
mystical fairies and amateur
thespians.
The always-amusing situations that befall the mortals of
the film are the machinations
of the Fairy King Oberon
(Rupert Everett) and his underling Puck (Stanley Tucci).
Although his interest in the
mortal lovers springs from a
desire to sec them happily coupled. Oberon is not above abusing other mortals, namely the
weaver/actor Nick Bottom
(Kevin Kline) whom he turns
into an ass, to seek revenge
against his Fairy Queen Titania (Michelle Pfeiffer).

What really brought Utah
Phillips' stories alive, however,
were the instrumentals by
singer/songwriter Ani DiFranco.
DiFranco stretches and molds
the music behind and around his
voice with acoustic, tenor, baritone and steel guitars, banjo,
mandolin, thumb piano and various modes of percussion.

this film must receive much of
the credit for the film's success.
Unlike most performances of
Starring Kevin Kline,
Night
that have been held since
Michelle Pfeiffer. Ruppert
the political and cultural revoEvert. Stanley Tucci
lutions of the 1960s, Hoffman's
and Calista Flockhart
version finds a balance between
G News says Shakespeare the traditional fantasy interhits the spot
pretations and the more recent
disillusioned versions that have
portrayed the fairies as meanspirited havoc mongers and
humans as true fools.
1 star don't own rant
The play between Everett's
2 stars: wait foi video
3 stars: cjtji it in tnojtors
Oberon and Tucci's Puck is a
4 stars: drop me paper and 6e* it now1
highlight of the film. Neil her
By the film's end, the charac- one makes their characters buf(( re, and through them, the foons or bitter sprites, and
audience, hwe experienced vir- these actors convey both the
tually all ,>f love's attendant want of happy love >nd the
emotions: desire, compassion, need for lover's revenge that
eiation, hopelessness, jealousy, befalls all of us, mortal and
immortal alike
It :il red and spite.
For those of you who scoff at
Two factors contribute to
McBeal," Flockhart finalmaking these emotions come "Ally
■ _.
i_ .-. »u
alive: Shakespeare's dialogue ly gets to exhibit.the stage
I ind the winning performances training that carried her to success in Chicago and New York.
t >f the cast.
When most Hollywood fare is For once, her all-too-thin
filled with such abuses of the physique is not the first thing
English language as are heard v°u notice <if y°u "otice il at
o.
nr
p
J i •» ■
in Star
Wars: Episode
Epi
I. it is all)
all).
To the credit of most of the
refreshing to be reminded just
,,
rl
iciw beautiful our native actors in this film, there is a
refreshing
lack
of
imitation
tongue can be.
Shakespeare's prose and British accents. For the most
pointed banter prove once part, the actors keep to their
again that it really doesn't mat- native voice, be it a French,
ter what the setting be — a American or British accent.
While it is at times difficult
Mexico City Romeo and Juliet.
a Medieval Danish Hamlet or to keep pace with the vocal patan Italian Midsummer's Night; terns of Shakespeare, and the
thoughtful use of the English transitions between the four
language is one of our best cin- stories are at times awkward,
this most recent version of A
ematic tools.
As previous versions of the Midsummer Night's Dream is
play have not always been as an enjoyable respite from the
Hollywood
films
successful in portraying the standard
range of emotions in Shake- thrown at us during the sumspeare's words, the noteworthy mer months.
performances of the actors in
l

A Midsummer Night's Dream'

B

*••

Don*

0 started...
. AflWimn Hear. Association^

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

GREENBRIAR, INC
We still have
apartments .
and houses ^
available for
the fall.

The second collaboration of
Ani DiFranco and Utah Phillips
Fellow Workers, speaks to the
common man or woman.
DiFranco and Phillips recorded
the album live, together in the
same room with an audience of
about 40 people, in a small
makeshift' studio outside New
Orleans.
Phillips, a folk singer/sloryleller, plied the listeners with
l.iles of sedition, unions anarchy
and democracy, in true folk fashion. He told stories of characters
like Joe Hill, framed on a murder
charge, and Mother Jones, who
organized the people of mining
towns in the Midwest and East
Coast.
He wove tales of poverty, revolution, people and their common history. Some songs were
m
f'"V™ "***$?& Ihl' P/°duct ol Phillips tiling grandpan
voice. Others were insilhlhil' '
The best were the loud, poetic verses of "Dump the Bosses off
Your Back" and "Pie in The Sky."
S?11?udien.ce *anS al°ng 'with
Phillips, u;„
shouting
k„ni„
,,„ £„ the chc
,„riorus,
ba
^in.8 him ,UP on ™cals I [is
witty lyrics addressed the wage
slave in all of us

224

E.WOOSTER
352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

The combined efforts of this
unlikely pair of old and young
radicals serve to inspire the common man and woman to remember the history, the passion and
the feelings of our fellow workers' struggle.
-Mary Beth Murtha

The Black Heart
Procession: 2
Touch and Go Records-1999

BG News
San Diego based Black Heart
Procession has just realesed
their second album, appropri-

Both bands have been
thrown into a category called
"math-rock." The music is low
key, uses moogs and similar
noise makers and have good,
straight-forward lyrics.
The
music is eerie and soothing and
not easily describable.
Black Heart Procession
develops lanscapes with odd
sounds, and you just kind of roll
along. Jenkins sings, plays
moog, guitar and waterphone,
with Mario Rubalcaba on
drums and Tobias Nathaniel on
piano and guitar. Some songs
sound like odd songs played by
the drunkard at the state fair,
and others are dark, foreboding
songs.
Lyrics hold together the
songs. On "Blue Tears", the
first song of the album, Jenkins
sings "now I know that I must
leave/ and I can't remember
when I ever felt so great".
Themes of murder, loss, and
pain decorate this album.
There's an incredible amount
of emotion on each of these
songs and the listener falls into
a different realm while listening. It is calm but slightly disturbing. The songs are well
crafted, multimedia presentations, with a sly heartfelt message thrown in. The message is
one of understated music,
drawing powerful emotions,
without the use of feedback,
blown out guitars and popular
culture metaphors.
Black
Heart Procession is a slow,
pleasant heartache.
like Hammer

ta

NEWIWE
Rentals
332 S. Main

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!
OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
4 Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan

...Get Them While They Last!

-\.1—

Righteous Babe Records-1999
BG News

\iiiericaa Heart ."
Association-

Tobacco?

Checkout our
Website for a
complete listing of
all our properties!

Ani DiFranco and
Utah Philips: Fellow Workers

The beat and twining guitar
melodies reverberate through
the songs, through the disk,
through the air and through the
listener. Her skill in music-making perhaps outshines her vocals
on this disk, because the vocals
were left primarily to Phillips.
Nevertheless, her voice and
enthusiasm shine as brightly as
they did on her previous fourteen albums.

ately entitled, 2. Coming from
the flourishing San Diego
music scene, Black Heart Procession is actually a side band
of Three Mile Pilot front man
Paul Jenkins Jenkins.

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(Juit a lew minutes from BQ1
Take 1-475W to DuaNMum right)

352-5620

320 Elm #A-C $390.00 1 bedroom Furnished Free Gas Heat Water & Sewer
320 Elm #0: S395.00 1 bedroom Furnished Free Gas Heal, Water & Sewer.
320 Elm «f : $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished Free Gas Heat. Water & Sewer.
401 &407 S. Enterprise #C : 1 bedroom Unlumished Free Water 4 Sewer $350 00
709 Fifth St. 1.2.&3 : Unfurnished 2 bedroom. 2 bath. $495.00
709 Fifth St #5-12 Unlumished 2 bedroom. 2 bath $530.00
801 Fifth St #3 : Furnished and unlumished 2 bedroom $430.00 Free Water & Sewer.
309 High St. #1,3,7: Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00
843 Sixth St #2-4: 2 bedroom 2 barn $445.00, #5-12 2 bedroom, 2 bath $475.00 AH unfurnished.
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275 00
134 E. Wooster St. # B: One bedroom unfurnished apartment Located downtown. Large rooms.
Resident pays all utilities $360.00 per month plus utilities for a 12 month lease Available after 7/31/99.
3321/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located downtown Huge master bedroom.|
Front enclosed porch Okay lor groups of four. Resident pays all utilities. $495.00 per month for a 12
month lease. Available after 7/31/99.
142 Buftonwood #A8tC: One tedroom. #A $395.00. «C $355.00 per month lor a 12 month lease plus
utilities.
224 1/2 Troup : One bedroom upper duplex $300 00 per month plus utilities lor a 12 month lease.
824 Sixth St #1,3,5,7 & 8: Two bedroom apartments. Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer. $480.00 per
month lor a 12 month lease plus electric
224 Troup: Two bedroom lower duplex Close to campus. $525.00 per month plus utilities for a 12
month lease
117 Lehman: One bedroom lower duplex with double Irving rooms. Front porch. $480 00 per month
plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
205 W. Washington: One bedroom upper duplex. $420 00 per month plus utilities for a 12 month
lease Remodeled lor fall.
1171/2 Lehman: Three bedroom upper duplex Located near downtown. $550.00 per month plus utilities for a 12 month lease

920 E. WOOSTER STREET
Sleep Walk to Class - Val Manor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
'
•
•

Across From Kohl

-

Move "Close To Class At 970 E Wooster Street
Large two bedroom apartments
Nicely lurnished with carpeting and hardwood floors
Quality building and life style
Campus convenience at reasonable rates
Free inside storage
Remodeled
Free gas neat, water & sewer
lor Fall!
Laundry facilities
OH slieet private parking
9 & 12 month leases going last on Ihese
spacious apartments

Visit Our Website - www. newlovereality.com
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Summer storm season brings severe weather
By JENNIFER LULEY
The BG News
Across the black sky a flash
of white light illuminates the
earth below it.
The gentle breeze picks up to
first a steady flow and later to a
fierce force as it stirs up dust
and leaves all around.
Thunder rumbles in the distance and the smell of rain foreshadows what's to come.
A thunderstorm approaches.
For Ohioans, thunderstorms
are often commonplace in the
spring and summer months,
striking fear in the hearts of
some and bringing out childlike giddiness in others.
According to Kirk Lombardy,
a meteorologist for the National
Weather Service in Cleveland,
thunderstorms are created in
Ohio mainly from the clashing
of the cold air from the north
and the warm air from the
south.
"Storms can happen all year
round, but because of the way
they form, the most common
time for storms is April to
"Storms can happen all year
round, but because of the way
they form, the most common
time for storms is April to
June," Lombardy said.
The first signs of storms are
the sky turning very dark,
rapid cloud movement and
eventually lightning, Lombardy
said. From that point, rain,
thunder and often hail follow as
the storm approaches.
"You can tell how far the
storm is away from you by a
simple method," Lombardy
said. "Count the number of seconds from the time you see the
lightning until you hear the
thunder. Divide that number by

the number of miles the storm
is from you."
For larger storms, out in
front of the actual storm itself
is what's called a "gust front,"
Lombardy said. This is downward moving air that is the
leading edge of the storm.
"It's similar to taking a bucket of water and dumping it on
the ground and watching how it
fans out from the original
place," Lombardy said.
Following behind the gust
front are the beginning lightning strokes. Lightning occurs
when hail stones above the surface begin to grow bigger and
bigger inside the clouds until
they create an electric charge,
he said.
Then comes the question of
whether the lightning bolt originates from the cloud where the
charge is growing, or from the
ground where another equalizing charge begins.
According to Melissa Barrington, weather channel meteorologist and forecaster for
WCMH-TV in Columbus, Ohio,
the answer to that question is
both.
"The negative charge in the
thunderstorm continues to
grow until a series of very faint
and small
strikes called
'stepped leaders' strike in succession, each extending approximately 50 meters lower than
the previous," she said. "As the
stepped leaders near the
ground, a current of positive
charge starts up to meet it."
Finally, according to Lombardy, the charges grow so
much, something has to happen.
"The atmosphere wants to be
equalized so much from both
sides with both forces pushing
against each other, a lightning

"The atmosphere wants to be
equalized so much from both
sides with both forces pushing
against each other, a lightning
bolt is created," he said.
Different types of storms
produce different amounts of
lightning, Lombardy said. However, research has shown a correlation between the stronger
the storm, the more lightning
there is likely to be.
Often in these most powerful
storms, known as "supercells,"
the potential for a tornado to be
produced is also increased.
"In these storms, first comes
wind, then rain and lightning,
then often hail," Lombardy
saidHail can range in mass from
pea-sized to softball-sized.
When you get the first events,
then a gradual increase in the
size and strength of hail is the
greatest potential for danger,
Lombardy said.
"If you see that sequence of
events occurring, there's a good
chance you could be in the path
of a tornado," Lombardy said.
Often right before a tornado
occurs, no precipitation will
reach the ground.
"At that point you're in the
updraft region where it creates
a vacuum effect and spawns a
tornado," he said.
Tornadoes are ranked based
on the "Fujita scale," named
after a famous meteorologist
from the University of Chicago,
according to Arthur Samel,
BGSU geography and weather
professor.
The Fujita scale ranks tornadoes from an F0 rating to an F5
rating, he said.
"The scale has basically five
values where the higher the
value, the stronger the tornado," Samel said.

WPMMMMMMli'

Photo courtesy of "Significant Tornadoes"

The storm that struck Xenia, Ohio In 1974 left many dead and caused over $500 million In damages. Storms of this magnitude are rated F5 on the Fujita scale.
For F0 tornadoes, wind
speeds range from 40-72 mph;
for Fl tornadoes, wind speeds
range from 73-112 mph; for F2
tornadoes, speeds range from
113-157 mph; for F4 tornadoes,
speeds range from 207-260
mph; and for F5 tornadoes,
speeds range from 261-318
mph, Samel said.
According to Samel, about 70
percent of tornadoes rate as
FO's or Fl's. Only about 29 percent rank as F2's or F3's. Less
than one percent are F4's or
F5's.
"When an F5 tornado hits
something, there's nothing left
but cinder block and foundation," Samel said.
Recent tornadoes in Oklahoma were rated as F4's and
F5's, Samel said. Tornadoes last
month in Cincinnati were rated
predominantly as F3's, according to Samel.
That's not to say powerful
F5's have never hit Ohio. In
April 1974, more than 148 tornadoes, with some reaching F5
speeds, slammed into Xenia,
Ohio, killing 33 and injuring
1,150.
For Ohio, the average number of tornadoes each season is
16, Lombardy said.
Fortunately for Ohio residents, Ohio is not part of what's
known as "Tornado Alley."
"This is a long corridor
through the mid-part of the
nation where cold air clashing
with warm Gulf air is the most
common," Lombardy said.
. According to Samel, "ground
zero" for Tornado Alley is the
north-central plains, specifically Kansas and Oklahoma.

Still, different parts of Ohio
are more likely to be affected by
thunderstorms and severe
weather than others, Sa me]
said.
"There is more of a chance in
the southwestern regions, of
Ohio and more in the western
regions than the eastern
regions," he said. "But the difference is slight."
The reason for this, according to Samel, is because the
conditions in these regions of
Ohio are more likely to be closer to those in areas of the country like Tornado Alley
To facilitate early detection
of tornadoes, the recent advent
of Doppler radar has beco me
increasingly common, Lombardy said. However, it doesn't
catch everything.
"It's only a tool," he said. "It
will not detect every tornado."
"This radar can determine if
the changes are moving toward
or away a specific area," lie
said. "If you see both goir.g
toward and moving away, that's
a good indication of a tornado.
This is much better than what
we've ever had before."
In addition to Doppler radar-,
the National Weather Service
relies on a spotter network t \>
detect tornadoes, according to
Lombardy.
"The spotters are usually
ham radio operators who radio
in their findings to us," he said.
When severe weather occurs
or looks imminent, the Nation al Weather Service will issue a
watch or warning for the affected regions. Watches for around
the country originate from Norman, Okla., Lombardy said

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall '99

"They continually monitor
the development of thunderstorms and look for potential
hot spots around the country,"
he said.
When they detect such a
spot, they contact local forecast
centers.
"That allows us to gear up
staffing if it looks like well
need that," Lombardy said.
Warnings, however, are
issued by local branches of the
National Weather Service. For
Bowling Green and the Toledo
area, warnings originate from
the Cleveland branch, Lombardy said. Because Cleveland
is about two hours east of the
area, the National Weather
Service relies on local spotters
and forecast stations to help
determine when a warning
should be issued.
Samel said it's too difficult to
predict what northwest Ohio
can expect for the remainder of
the storm season.
"Thunderstorms are very
localized, so it's very tough to
predict long-term," Samel said.
However, Lombardy said the
best way to overcome or at least
deal with severe weather is to
be prepared.
"Buy a weather radio," he
said.
By setting these radios to
activate when your county or
region is affected by severe
weather, an alarm will sound
when storms are headed your
way.
"Preparation is the key," he
said. "The important thing is to
get you up and let you know
what's coming."

VsMtClaiion

IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
Tonight at 10pm

BEST TOTAL PACKAGE CONTEST
You be the judge!
June 9 & 23 10pm

Don't go ban
oking for a
to live//

Fridays

Saturdays

AMATEUR
T.G.I.F
COUPLES
HAPPY
HOUR
NIGHT
CONTEST
58pm
$300 1st place
$100 2nd place

241 Couch Dances

Couples get in free
Never wait In line!

Adult Video Star
HI Management still nas
apartments available
RocMe^ye M-xor
615 Second St..
'0! fourth St
.'.*'. St
.'.rhSt
'.' ]• . .* Ave
' ManvJIc Ave.

4

Ml Third St
315 N Mam St.
317 N Mom St
nOFImSf
7101/2 Elm St
23 1 N. Prospect
13ai/2NMomSt
3\i N. Mam St.

113 Railroad St (next to Kinko's)
352-9302
Mon-Fri«-5 Sat 3-12

SADIE
SEXTON

, f
June 101112
« Sihowttmes 69122
FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVWOOD HEALTH SPA
Come see us for a complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
530 MaPle St.

419.352.9378

,C0l.),OH
OANSiS
AN'l'fMf!'

'PI.

\t

ALWAYS LOOKING FOR
NEW TALENT!
135 BRYNf RO. • TOltDO • 5310079

!
■*

*

^.'^
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Hockey alums set sights on Stanley Cup
By WENDY WELLMAN
The BG News
Three former Bowling Green
State University varsity hockey
players are making their presence felt in the NHL Conference finals this year.
In the Western Conference,
the Colorado Avalanche were
leading the Dallas Stars three
games to two as of Monday.
Past BGSU defenseman Greg
DeVries was traded to Colorado
this year from Nashville for a
third round draft pick in 1999.
He came to BGSU as an
Edmonton draft pick in 1992.
DeVries stayed at BG one year,
tallying three assists before
leaving for a junior A team in
the Ontario Hockey League.
From 1995 through 1998,
DeVries played for Edmonton,
earning seven goals, four
assists and 80 penalty minutes
before going to Nashville.
This year in the playoffs,
DeVries has 22 penalty minutes
with 14 blocked shots and 21
hits in the first 15 games.
Randy Setter, sports writer for
the BG News from 1991
through
1993,
considers
DeVries a more physical player.

"He's really a workhorse
defenseman," Setter said.
Mike Johnson and the Toronto Maple Leafs defeated the
Pittsburgh Penguins to face
Buffalo in the conference finals.
He played for BGSU from 1993
through 1997, scoring 30 of the
Falcon's 100 goals his senior
year as team co-captain. In
1995, Johnson was voted a preseason Ail-American by "The
Sporting News. "
On March 16, 1997, Johnson
was signed as a free agent by
Toronto, playing in his first
NHL game that same day. He
posted two goals and two
assists in 13 games that season.
During the 1997-1998 season, Johnson shared the NHL's
rookie point scoring title, finishing fourth in goal scoring
and first in assists.
This ' season, not including
the playoffs, Johnson has had
24 assists. Setter, now a sports
writer for the Marion Chronicle
Tribune, raves about Johnson's
passing ability.
"He definitely has Gretzkylike vision in his passes," he
said.
In the Eastern Conference,
center Brian Holzinger and the
Buffalo Sabres defeated the

Toronto
Maple
Leafs
Monday
night
3-2.
Holzinger added
two assists to his
already impressive playoff statistics.
Holzinger was
drafted in 1991 in
the sixth round by
Buffalo.
He
played for BGSU
from
1991
through the 19941995
season,
•
recording
102 #20
goals
and
82 Mike Johnson
assists.
Along Toronto Maple Leafs
with winning the Right Wing
Hobey
Baker Shoots Right
Award for being Height: 6'3"
the top U.S. col- Weight: 195 lbs.
lege hockey player Birthplace: Scarborough, ON Canada
in 1995, he was Birthdate: 10/3/74
also named ('(' 11A Johnson's stats in 1999 playoffs so far:
G
A
TP
PIM
+/Player of the Year, GP
3
2
5
4
N/A
CCHA First All- 17
Star Team and
On March 24, 1996, he
NCAA West First Ail-American
returned to BGSU to attend a
team.
Holzinger began playing for ceremony retiring his number
Buffalo after graduation, skat- 19 jersey.
This year in the playoffs,
ing in four playoff games and
posting two goals and one Holzinger has won nearly 50
assist.
percent of his faceoffs.

BG Alumni
Playoff Stats

Former hockey players
show skills during race
for Stanley Cup

Trackster to jump in NCAA Championship meet
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The BG women's track and
field team has had at least one
athlete qualify for the NCAA
Championship Meet five of the
last six seasons. This year they
made it six of seven.

Stephanie Heldt found out
late Thursday night she had
earned a spot for the high jump
in the June 2-5 championship
meet.
Heldt came close to topping a
school record earlier in the season with a 5 ft. 11 1/4 in. jump.
That jump provisionally qualified her for the championships.

Heldt also won the high jump
at the MAC Championship
Meet with a 5 ft. 10 1/2 in.
mark.
Heldt, from Central Catholic
High School in Toledo, will compete Thursday, June 3, beginrhng at 6:15 p.m. mountain
time (8:15 p.m. eastern time).
Alex Sprague from the men's

#7
Greg DeVries
Colorado Avalanche
Defense
Shoots Left
Height: 6' 3"
Weight: 218 lbs.
Birthplace: Sundridge, ON Canada
Birthdate: 1/4/73
DeVries stats in 1999 playoffs so far:
GP
G
A
TP
PIM
16
0
2
2
22

#19
Brian Holzinger
Buffalo Sabres
Center
Shoots Right
Height: 6' 11"
Weight: 190 lbs.
Birthplace: Parma, OH USA
Birthdate: 10/10/72
Holzinger's stats in 1999 playoffs so
far:
G
A
TP
PIM
+/SHOTS GP
15
3
4
7
16
N/A
N/A

SHOTS
N/A

19
f
off l^enlina.
<r

DL

Relax by our pool when you return in
the fall! Our pools are open until it's
TOO COLD TO SWIM!

team, and Lisa Keegan, BG's
other provisional qualifiers, did
not make the field in their
events for the meet. Sprague
set a school record in the
Decathlon with 7,329 points at
the Sea Ray Relays. Keegan
also set a school record in the
hammer throw with a mark of
187 ft. 1 in.
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Classified
Ads

372-6977
Th* BG S(-< will out kr.>»mgl> accept adwniKnvtMi
thai diKiumoair. or encourage d inn mined ion afauiM
any mdmduaJ m group on (he beat* of race, tea, color,
creed, religion, national origin. MIIMI mentation. i!i»abiliry. uarui ai a veteran, or on the haaii of any other
legally protected uaru*

PERSONALS
Support Group lor Woman wilh
Anorana 4 Bulemia Concerns
Commmmant 10 Confidentiality
Wad. evenings 7 30 9 00pm
Rm. 170 Sudani Health Service
Wallnau Connection Room
. For more information eel Student Health Service >jrJyMllat372-742S^nca3S3-0806^^

WANTED
Looking for inatnjctor/tutor/tranilator in Portufleee. Please call 35?-1 "8
NEED SUBLEASER tor summer and/or 98-00
school veer. Rent 1167 a uti. Own room.
Close 10campus Call3542348
Subieaser needed. Efficiency apt. 1280 month.
Call for details. 354-9740.
Wanted: Tape (video) ol Clinton/Gore: Reinventing Government Speech. Will pay $50
Please call 669 31 77

Companion needed (or developmentaJly delayed adult mala. Expenence with D.D. preferred. Rec Center sw<m. walks, shopping, etc.
S hrs a week 18 an hour. Can 352-7143 after
gorn. Starts Imrnedtatery.
FLEXIBLE PART-TIME OH
FULL-TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Work pad-time, full-time, even put in overtime
noun, around your college and personal
schedule. Great summer job since you can
work a minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus overtime. Many college students
work here. These ere unskilled jobs involving
assembling and packaging of small pans. Apply in person between the hours of 9 00am and
5:00pm (Monday through Friday) at Advanced
Specialty Products, Inc. 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio only 2 blocks from campus near Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to fhe
railroad tracks.

Pre-peid phone cards for sale
6.0 cents per mmute
Call 354-5131.

Office cleaning evenings. 10-12 hrs/wk.
Own transportalon required.
Call 352-5822
Pan-time warehouse position, flexible hours.
Wednesday a must but flexible every other
day. Clean driving record Must be able to lift
40 lbs. Company vehicle provided. Looking for
long term person. Starting pay $a/nr. Can
Tammy 874-9675 or fan resumes 8/4-9652
Part-time office cleaning. Flexible hours. Near
campus
Call 419-334-8100 or
1 •800-377-2335.
Waitstaff positions available. Days and/or .
nights. Apply in person at Brandywine Country
Club, 6904 Salisbury Rd., Maumee.
*

HELPWANTED

FOR SALE

Babysit.** needed 7am 3pm Mon. through Sat.
Call 373-1832. -

4 Ozz-Fest lawn tickets for Columbus, on June
14. Cal 410-424-5056, if no answer leave.

1 A 2 bedroom furnished apis
tor 1000-2000 school year.
352-7454
1 bdrm. turn, in home on Wooster St. Avail,
smr. A fall 1000. $233 mo. Call days
440-356-0005 or eves. 440-777-0637.
1.2.3 Bedroom Apts.
8200.00
Security Deposit Special
on Selected Ftoorpians
' Private Entrance
"Patio
* Spaoous Kitchen
'Small Pale Welcome!
Varsity Square Apte.
353-7715

Safari

Includes choice of Jfct TAl
potato and our
<M
famous salad ba' ^^^

^naufin
163 South Main

=========

telephone role plays and
candidate assessments for
our clients. We provide all
new staffing associates
with a comprehensive paid
training program prior to
starting their job with us.

lb be considered for the Part-ame Staffing Associate position, successful candidates must possess:
• Associate's Degree or a minimum of 2 years work experience preferred
• Excellent communication skills
• Computer Orientation
• Ability to work flexible hours
To apply for these opportunities, please send your resume to:
Aon Consulting
Fax:(419)427-1736
E-mail: Dyan_Hopple@aon-hros.com
subject line titles: Attn: CPT

For more information about Aon Consuling HR Outsourcing, please visit our web site located at:
www.aon-hros.com
Afflrmatlva Actlon/EEO

Employer

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
352-9135
Open Sat. 10-2 Sun. 12-3

PHone rnaRT
Internet Access
Sign Up Before
June 15!
Located directly
across the street from
the police station.
Come on In and
check out our brand
new phones!

Dinner

Come work for Aon Consulting in Findlay!

POBoxS H°Pple-CPT
Findlay, OH 4S839

„.

t-^.

STEAK HOUSE

teamwork environment.
Work hours are weeknights and Saturdays.
As a part time Staffing
Associate, your primary
responsibilities will include
conducting candidate
employment interviews.

Efficiency apt. 5 mm. from campus, good location. Please call 354 6725 or 352-2905.

Pfne

Looking for Part-time work?
Want to make $ 12-$ 14 per hour?
Interested in Human Resources?
Aon Consulting HR
Outsourcing, located at
Riverside Suites, has some
unique opportunities for
Sieople who are looking
Dr flexible, interesting,
part time work in a
professional.

320 E. Wooster. nC - Effioency. Grad. student
only. $294 plus uM. Avail. Immed.
250 1/2 S. Prospect • 1 brm. unfum. Gradstudent only. $348 plus unl. Avail, immed.
120 Stale • Dl & D2. 1 bdrm. unfum. $350 plus
util. Avail, immed.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Office 319 E. Wooster
Phone4l9- 354-2260.

FOR RENT

Fundraislng downtown BG office. Hourly plus
commission. Morning & evening positions Can
353-8705.
Looking for instructor/tutor/translator in Russian. Please cal 354-7350.
Needed summer daycare for school aged children in our Perrysburg home. 8am-5pm. Must
have car. Cal 1 •410-874-2435.

2 bdrm. near downtown. $375 plus utilities.
Lease, deposit. Available Aug. 352-9925.

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING

N. Main

BGSU
GTE
*
W. Woostei

E. Wooster

Our Hours Are
9a.m. to 6p.m. Monday-Friday

Available Aug. 15th
1_Ihuisllrj- Efficiencies.
$310.00 Aug. to Aug.
$435.00 Aug. to May
9-455 S. Enterprise
One Bedroom
Unfum/Furn.
839 Seventh-One BR
Unfum. w/ dishwasher.
854 Eighth- One BR Unfurn.
w/dishwasher.
Forest Apts.- I ocated al
Napoleon Rd. Between
High and S. College. 2
BR Furn. or Unfurn.
Please call for your personal
showing. We will be
happy to show you our
properties with an
appointment set 24
hours in advance.

Undergraduate
Housing
Starting August 22nd
WE HAVE MANY OTHER
GREAT APARTMENTS IN
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS.
PLEASE GIVE OUR/V
RENTAL OFFICE A GALL!

160 W. Wooster

(419)354-9436

■■■■■■■■■■■■

■ntei
CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY!
BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER & WOOSTER
354-6500
354-6500
THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!
STOP IN* THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!
Tuesday &
Wednesday
ALL DflYI
Pizzas ore Ready-to-Gol
with Cheese

with Pepperoni

4 MEDIUM $299 $Q49
No substitutions Hound pizzas only Limit 4 pizzas VaW at this Little Caesars location only
Carryout only Sorry no ram checks
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Travel
Cedar Point easy,
exciting vacation
student at Findlay High, was
looking forward to the water
The BG News
rides.
However, other students,
It was early Thursday morning and Bus #3 was filled with like Ned Rhoades were "just
excited teenagers. It was not excited to get a day off from
what one would expect to see on school." Although Ned added, "I
have a summer long pass to the
a typical school day.
park!" So this was just one of
But this bus was different.
There was a feeling of antici- many trips for him.
Even the teachers were hard
pation this particular morning.
It was not dropping kids off at pressed to completely suppress
school, but rather it was taking their exuberance. Two BGSU
them away — away from teach- alums were included in the
ers and homework, away from group of teachers who were
supervising the event. Kacy
the daily grind.
This bus was taking them to Crispcn, a 1990 graduate of
the place where people go when BG, and Lisa Baer, a 1998 gradthey want the rush of a life- uate, were both ready for a
time! This group of teenagers break from work and were
was starting its summer off planning to enjoy a fun-filled
with a bang at the attraction day with their students.
And that's part of the beauty
with the most action, CCEEEDof Cedar Point. It is not just a
DDAARR POINT!
Even before they had pulled park for teenagers anymore.
away from the school house, the It's a place where people of all
bus was abuzz with talk of ages can go to have a good time.
what lay ahead. Debates were The thrill seekers can try to
held arguing which ride was tackle the meanest roller coastthe best. Many declared their ers the world has to offer and
those who don't feel like spitfavorite.
ting in the face of death can
Tara, a student at Donnell
Middle School in Findlay, find many other ways to amuse
decreed that the Iron Dragon themselves.
Yes. it's true. The amusewas her favorite. Jodi Porter, a
ment park known the world
over for its roller coasters has
plenty of other interesting
things to do that don't include
plummeting toward the
earth at gut-wrenching
speeds.
Judy Krantz, a teaching
assistant at Findlay High,
said she prefers the live
shows that Cedar Point
offers as opposed to the
infamous coasters. There
are several shows to
choose from and an early
arrival is suggested due to
the shows' popularity.
Shows include "Dancin'
Thru The Decades." "The
Beat Goes On," "Red Hot
'N Country" and many
more. And if nothing else,
the air conditioned theater
offers a good break from a
hot day at the park.
And although no small chilBG Newi Photo/ JIM BAER
dren were included in this particular group of students, it
Camp Snoopy is the latest almost goes without saying
edition to the park that that they would have no trouble
appeals to the whole family.
staying entertained even with-

By JIM BAER

Brunch!
—M

i^

* 10 am until 2 pm*

—n

BG New*. Photo/ JIM BAER
(above) This aerial view of the park shows one of its main attractions, the Raptor,
(right) The Power Tower, located in the middle of the park, utilizes four towers, two
which shoot riders up into the air and two that allow them to plummet to the earth.

City/Challenge Park area.
Christina Lamson, who will be
entering her senior year at
BGSU in the fall as a
Management
Information
Systems major, is a lifeguard
there. Christina said she
enjoyed working there and she
thinks visitors enjoy it too.
She went on to say that one
iOf her highlights
while
life- guarding
there was seeing
a
man
wearing a bikini. She also
said
that
Challenge Park
has added two
more
race
tracks to their
already impressive lineup.
On this day,
however,
Christina
was
working in a food
ine for a picnic in the
Point Pavilion that was
Y held for people with disabili^Pties. Christina said this is her
^psecond summer working at
Cedar Point. She said she had
made lots of good friends while
working there. She compared it
roller coaster are^^J^y
to college without all those
all included. And^^
Camp Snoopy wouldn't be com- pesky classes.
plete without a World War 1 flyAlthough it's good to keep
ing ace adventure. Also, there these other parts of the park in
is an invention learning center mind, the main draw for Cedar
that can engage the whole fam- Point is the roller coasters.
Cedar Point has a total of 67
iiy.
Another great part of Cedar rides, 13 of which are roller
Point
is
the
Soak coasters, with 13 being a world
out the inclusion of a "big ride."
With the recent edition of
"Camp Snoopy," on top of
"Berenstein Bear Country,"
there is more than enough summertime family fun than one
day can hope to contain.
Camp Snoopy offers 11 rides
and attractions that are all
based on the "Peanuts" comic
strip. A sky-high balloon race, a
spinning camp bus and a fami-

www

bgsu.edu/recsports
AQUATICS

FACILITY SCHEDULE
SRC Building Hours
Monday - Friday
9am - 8pm
Saturday
11 am - 6pm
Sunday
Closed
SRC Break Dates and Hours
June 28 - July 29
9am - 10pm
July 3 & 4
Closed
August 16-20
11am-10pm
August 21 & 22
Noon - I lprn
August 23
Noon - 10pm
August 24
Noon - 11 pm
SRC Maintenance Projects
Closed Dates
• Locker Rooms. July 18 - August 15
• SRC. August 7 - August 15
Other Maintenance projects will be
ongoing throughout the summer.

Mon - Thurs
Fri - Sun

PFH Building Hours
9 am - Noon (Tours)
Noon - 6pm (Recreation)
Closed

SUMMER MEMBERSHIPS
Summer Memberships On Sale
Memberships valid
May 10 - August 24

Addl. toppings $1 00 each
•Limited time offer*
•No coupon necessary*

Fees:
• S75 Individual Summer Semester
• S70 Spouse of member
• $50 Tri-Teen (15. 16. 17 years old;
Parent/s must be a member)
For more info, call 372-2711,

\\rTwrmrrmmmr\
SMALL PIZZA
Cheese & 1 Topping

i plus ^^^ Cheezy. Bread ;
• Excludes other otters
• Expires 6-30-99
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record-breaking
number.
The Magnum
XL-200 is celebrating its 10th
birthday
this
year. This coaster, along with
others like the
Mantis
and
Raptor, are guaranteed to turn
even the most
hard-core thrill
seeker into a
whining baby for
at least a few
minutes.
Eric Lapaugh,
a
student
at
Grand
Rapids
College in Michigan, works on
the Demon Drop ride and said
people come to Cedar Point
because they know it offer- the
biggest and the best roller
coasters in the country. Eric
said he wanted to work at
Cedar Point ever since he was a
little kid.
He, like Christina, said he
enjoys working there and
enjoys the people he works
with. He said people from all
over the U.S. and even Spain,
Russia and Great Britain come
to Sandusky, Ohio, to work at
the Point.
When asked if there were
any new coasters in the works.
Eric replied with "no comment."
But that's not really a problem,
because just as it is, Cedar
Point is a must for anyone
who's looking to spend a day

Long Course Swimming
Cooper Pool wnl be sot up for Long
Course Swimming (50 meters) from
Monday. May 3 - F'iday. June 4 from 3 - 5
pm each day. This will be when Bowling
Green Swim Cluo holds their practices.
Lap swimming lanes will be available
during this time, so please stop in and try
this alternative style of lap swimming. All
other hours of building operation will be
the traditional 25 yard
lap swim set up.
Learn-To-Swim
6 months old to Adults
Two, two-week sessions as follows:
Session I • June 21 - July 2
Session 2 • July 5 - 16

INTRAMURALS
Men's. Women's, and Co-Rec Leagues
for Sand Volleyball. Softball, and Frisbee
Golf will be offered this summer. Open to
all University students, faculty, staff, and
their spouses. Entry forms are available at
PFH and SRC and will be accepted
beginning June 7. Play begins on June 24
(Softball) and June 29 (Sand Volleyball &
Frisbee Golf). Summer office hours are
10 am to 1 pm Monday - Thursday.

away from I he stresses ol
everydaj life and .just have a
good time. Cedar Point will
spin, twirl, flip, drop and
any guest who's up to the i hal
lenge,
Prices varj dependin
H li.lt tin ::m 9l Wants OUt ill
their visit. Tin one daj general
admission is $32.95 and $51.90
for two days. And if one looks
around they can easily find A
discount from A.\.\ or your local
bank Cedar Point also offers
special children's rates, group
rates and also Starlight |
for alter 5 p.m. Starlight tickets sell for $20.95.
By the end of the day, the
group of students and teachers
from Hancock count) was tired
but content Although it was
still early in the season, the
group had to li^ht through the
crowds to enjoy tit - populai

THIS IS A
FILLER
Cinemark Theatres
CINEMA 5 Kan

8nd

I 1234 N. Main St 354-0558.,
• Star Wars (PG)
10;00 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:051
• Notting Hill (PG-13)
10:20 1:20 4:20 7:10 10:15
Entrapment (PG-13)
10:25 1:30 4:30 7:20 10:30
• Thirteenth Floor (R)
10:35 1:40 5:00 7:40 10:20
The Mummy (PG-13)
10:10 1:10 4:35 7:30 10:25
OPEN All Day Long
' Sorry No Passes or Supersavers

www.cinemark.com
\ \ In my book. StUltB's,

my favorite uii restaurant,
deserves Mar billinn It's tin
best place to eat bctw ecu
Toledo S Columbus ^~)
Thrl 4edoBUuieR.

AEROBICS
Summer Class Schedule
Noon
Mon & Wed
4 pm
Tues & Thurs
4 pm
Klckbox
Mon & Wed
Noon
Tues & Thurs
5:30 pm
Tues & Thurs
Mon & Wed
5:30 pm
Funk
W.E.T. Workout Mon - Thurs
5.30 pm

Step

i

16 North Main Bowliiif; Gran

I
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